Leave Management Claim Workflow
Employee calls
888.485.7332
Leave Management Only (LM)

STD w/LM

Absence Coordinator (AC) confirms information
from feed, gathers necessary information to initiate
leave event and answers employees questions.
No later than 5 business days

AC sends claimant packet of information which includes:
1. Initial claim letter
2. FMLA Eligibility and Rights & Responsibilities Notice
3. Appropriate Certificate of Healthcare Provider form
(CHCP) for stand alone leaves only
Copy of initial claim letter is sent to HR for distribution to
immediate supervisor
15th

business day or sooner

AC makes leave determination based on certifying
documentation provided and sends FMLA Designation
Notice to claimant. This includes the Incomplete and
Insufficient CHCP process. A copy of the determination is
sent to HR for distribution to immediate supervisor. The
employee will be placed on leave in the Banner system.

5 business days prior to the end of the approved leave
period, the AC will call the claimant to determine whether
the claimant is returning to work or will need additional
leave time. Employer is notified of results of RTW call.

If an extension is requested, the claimant is asked to
provide medical certification within 15 business days.
Immediate supervisor is notified of request for extension.

STD claim system
interfaces with FML
system and notifies
LM Unit that new
claim was received.

STD Intake gathers necessary STD
claim information and advises claimant
this will also begin the leave claim.

When necessary, STD Intake makes 2
attempts to gather medical information from
physician. If unsuccessful, Ability Analyst
calls claimant on business day 5.
STD claim system
interfaces with FML
system and notifies LM
Unit that STD claim
determination was
made. System
notifications continue
until the STD claim is
closed.

LM process continues until
the claimant:
1. Returns to work
2. Does not provide timely
certifying documentation or it
is no longer a qualifying event
3. Exhausts available leave
time.

15th business day
or sooner

Ability Analyst receives completed
STD claim and makes STD claim
determination

STD claim continues until the claimant:
1. Returns to work
2. No longer meets the definition of
disability
3. Exhausts available STD benefits.

